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SerieS editor’S Preface

Russell Brewer, Melissa de Vel-Palumbo, Alice Hutchings, Thomas Holt, 
Andrew Goldsmith, and David Maimon present a critique of seven dif-
ferent types of commonly deployed crime prevention interventions 
which they believe have the potential to be used in tackling cybercrimes 
(with a specific focus on cyber-dependent offences). Certainly, for this 
reader, these distinguished authors have fulfilled their aim ‘to make a 
substantial original contribution’ as to how their chosen crime preven-
tion techniques can be used to tackle offending in the digital realm.

Running through their analysis are at least three issues. The first is 
that cyber-offending and cyber-offenders typically have different char-
acteristics to traditional offline offenders/offences. This complicates the 
potential application of traditional crime prevention approaches when 
applied to the digital arena. Second, there is a paucity of research, and 
in particular evaluations of these prevention approaches in the online 
world. The third point is that where there is evidence, it often produces 
mixed results—sometimes interventions work as intended, sometimes 
not, sometimes their effect is neutral, and sometimes they can make 
things worse. This book charts a path through these issues by critiquing 
the available evidence in the offline world, identifying relevant overlaps 
with activities online, and then exploring the potential for them to be so 
applied—providing guidance at the same time as to how this might be 
undertaken most effectively.

Taking situational crime prevention as an example, and there is 
more research on this approach than any other they discuss, evaluations 



suggest antivirus products are able at detecting and preventing malware 
attacks but are less positive about the effectiveness of warning messages 
in mitigating malicious hacking. The available evidence bars for other 
techniques such as firewalls, passwords, and security awareness pro-
grammes are far less developed.

Mass media messages such as awareness-raising campaigns are found 
wanting offline and have a limited applicability to online offending. 
Educational workshops may have potential although they will need a 
different orientation when applied in the cyber-world. Even good men-
toring programmes can be thwarted by the difficulty of identifying 
relevant populations of both offenders and volunteers to help them. 
Targeted warnings and cautions by the police to warn potential offenders 
are deemed to have some potential where, for example, they focus on 
the wrongfulness of the act rather than the offender. Positive diversions 
that redirect offenders away from crime have some potential, for exam-
ple, by transitioning malicious hackers to legitimate cybersecurity jobs. 
Restorative justice also has some appeal to victims and may help some 
offenders.

You will read more. The potential varies with offences and offenders 
and the context in which measures are introduced, but what is clear is 
that there is a need for more research. Offending has proliferated online 
because offences can generally be committed with more anonymity, 
where they have less chance of being identified, arrested, and success-
fully prosecuted and where victims are in plentiful supply. We know that 
policing generally and the security world specifically have struggled to 
keep up with changes, and this book suggests criminologists have too. 
Helpfully they outline in their final chapter ways of filling the knowledge 
gaps, both in terms of key issues to focus on and the positives and limita-
tions of different evaluation methodologies.

This book is more than about cybercrime. It provides a critique and a 
review of crime prevention approaches and charts a way of better identi-
fying how a much-neglected area of enquiry can be better understood, 
and, as importantly, how we can best target future prevention efforts. 
These alone make it an enticing read.

July 2019 Martin Gill
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